
Materials List & Instructions

TOOLS

Scissors
Low-Temp Hot Glue Gun
Pliers/Wire Cutters
Tube Cutter
Rotary Cutter & Ruler (optional)
Iron, Ironing Board, & Press Cloth

MATERIALS

Black Felt
Wire Coat Hanger
Black Velcro
Fusible Interfacing - Pellon Craft-Fuse 808
Stitch Witchery
Black Marker
Fabric Pencil/White Crayon

No-Sew Dog Dragon Wings

INSTRUCTIONS

1. Gather tools and materials.

2. Cut out the dragon wings from felt according to pattern.

3. Cut out the fusible interfacing, one layer for each wing, slightly smaller than   
 the felt wings (see pattern). Iron onto 2 of the wings, mirrored.

4. Cut out stitch witchery, one layer for each wing, slightly smaller than the felt   
 wings (same as the interfacing). Iron between the fused wing layer and the   
 top felt piece to adhere together and create a firm, but flexible wing.

5. Cut and shape the wire hanger to fit over your pet’s back and form an    
 armature for the wings . You can probably cut the hanger with sharp wire   
 cutters, but we found that a small tube cutter was easier.

6. Glue along one end of the wire and attach to one of the finished wings near   
 the top edge.

7. Glue the wing vein felt piece on top to cover. Repeat to attach the second   
 wing on the other side. Add some hot glue along the edges if needed. You can  
 trim the edges to make them look more finished, and even use a black    
 marker to cover up any excess glue or interfacing.

8. To make the harness: Measure your pet around their chest and back, just   
 behind their front legs, and around their chest in front. Add 1-2” to the length.  

 Cut 2 rectangles of felt 6”X underside measurement and 4”X chest    
 measurement. Our measurements for Enzo were 6”X22” and 4”X16”. Fold   
 these rectangles in half lengthwise, and fuse together with stitch witchery.
9. Glue on 2 strips of velcro for the belly band.

10. Put the band on your pet and mark or pin where to attach the thinner chest   
 band. Glue one end just under the wide band where marked, and velcro to the  
 other end to attach to the underside of the wider band.

11. Glue the curved exposed wire from the finished wings onto the harness.

12. Cut out a strip of felt, about 1” wide, to cover the wire and glue.

13. To make the back spines: Measure your pet from where the back of the   
 harness is to their tail and add 1-2” to the length. Cut a rectangular piece of   
 felt 4”X length measurement. Enzo’s was about 4”X15”. Fold the rectangle in   
 half lengthwise, and fuse together with stitch witchery. Draw a tapered point   
 to one end and trim (see photo tutorial).

14. Iron together 2 layers of felt scraps with fusible interfacing and stitch    
 witchery between. Trace and cut out the triangular spine pieces. We used 6   
 total for Enzo’s costume.
15. Glue the bottom edges of the spines to the back piece about 1” apart.

16. Glue a strip of velcro to the end of the back piece and attach to just under the  
 harness. We also glued a small loop of black elastic to the underside of the   
 back piece, near the end, to put around Enzo’s tail.
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